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Frequency Characteristics of PWM Mode Electrohydraulic Servos 

By 
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In this paper, the frequency characteristics of the PWM mode electrohydraulic 
servo are analyzed. A two-stage electrohydraulic servo was manufactured for 
experiments. A multivibrator was used for generating a rectangular pulse train 
and it was modified to obtain a high modulation gain of the pulse width. A 
spool in the servo valve moves in the waveshape of a trapezoidal pulse train. 
From the analysis of the spool movement, the equivalent transfer function of the 
PWM mode was obtained, and the frequency characteristics of the servo loop 
was analyzed. The various problems accompanying the PWM operation are also 
shown. The analytical results were verified by experiments. 

1. Introduction 

When an electrohydraulic servo is operated by the PWM mode, the actuator 

piston makes a small oscillation according to the pulse motion of a spool, and 

moves in response to the input signal. The dither in the actuator piston reduces 

the effect of the friction in the actuator and prevents the stick-slip motion, when 

the piston stops or moves very slowly1). When the input signal is large and 

the actuator piston moves in no small velocity, the dither is unnecessary. There

fore, it is reasonable for large error signal that the modulation of pulse width is 

saturated and the current to the torquemotor is not switched alternately, while 

for small error signal the current is in the waveshape of the rectangular pulse 

the width of which is modulated in proportion to the signal voltage. The 

rectangular pulse current to the torquemotor is generated by the multivibrator 

which is so modified that the modulation of the pulse width is easily saturated. 

When the sinusoidal input is given to the PWM mode electrohydraulic servo, 

the spool moves in the waveshapes of a trapezoidal pulse train2
\ The widths 

of pulses are modulated in proportion to the momentary values of the sinusoidal 
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input for small input amplitude. When the input amplitude becomes large, the 

modulation of pulse width is saturated during a part of the period of sinusoidal 

input. 

In this paper, the spool movement is analyzed for the sinusoidal input and 

the equivalent transfer function is obtained. Further, the various problems 

accompanying the PWM operation are explained. The frequency characteristics 

of the servo loop are calculated by using the equivalent transfer function. 

Experimental results are also shown. 

2. Construction of an Experimental Apparatus 

The experimental appratus consits of a multivibrator, a torquemotor, a flapper

nozzle, a spool valve, an actuator and a differential transformer. The schematic 

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of experimental apparatus. 

diagram is shown in Fig. 1. 

The output of the differential 

transformer is used both for 

the feedback of the servo loop 

and for the record of the 

displacement of the actuator 

piston. In the PWM mode 

servo valve shown in Fig. 1, 

the movements of the flapper 

and the spool are restricted by 

the nozzles and the stoppers, 

respectively. The PWM mode 

servo valve is much simpler than the ordinary two-stage servo valve, because it 

is unnecessary that the spool displacement must be proportional to the error 

voltage in the ordinary valve. The width of the rectangular pulse generated by 

the multivibrator is modulated in proportion to the error voltage for small signals, 

while the multivibrator stops to generate pulses for large signals. 

Electric current in the two coils of the torquemotor changes alternately 

according to the modulated rectangular pulse train, and drives the flapper. The 
spool is driven by a flapper-nozzle mechanism and moves in the waveshape of a 

trapezoidal pulse train, which lags by a constant time behind the electric current. 
The slope of the trapezoid depends upon the dimensions of the apparatus and 

the supply pressure. When the spool moves in the form of pulse train, the 

actuator piston oscillates in a small amplitude and moves in the direction of the 
input signal. 
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6AQ5X2 The multivibrator circuit 

is composed of a paraphase 

amplifier of 12AX7, a multivi

brator of 12A U7 and a power 

amplifier of 6AQ5 and is shown 

in Fig. 2. The multivibrator is 

so modified that the modulation 

is easily saturated. As shown 
Fig. 2. Multivibrator circuit. 

in Fig. 2, Re2 is larger and R8 is smaller than those in the ordinary circuit. 

3. Rectangular Pulse Generated by a Multivibrator 

125 

When the plate current of V2a is cut off, the equivalent circuit of Fig. 3 
may be u<;ed to analyze the operation of 

C 

R" R,, 

E. 

the circuit enclosed by broken lines in 

Fig. 2. In Fig. 3, P1 and P2 are the apparent 

resistances of both Via and V2b, respectively. 

It is noted that plate currents of both Via 

and V lb flow through Rei. Because 12AX7 

operates as a paraphase amplifier and the 

constant current always flows through Rei, 

the voltage drop is constant and is repre-
Fig. 3. Equivalent circuit of 

multi vibrator. 

sented by Eel. 

By applying Kirchhoff's law to the equivalent circuit of Fig. 3, the grid 

voltage, e8 , of Via is obtained as follows: 

eg = EB- R,R (EB+ E,.-Ee1)-K e-0 ~.{R,1 + (1 + Rti )R8} (1) 
P1+ ti Pi • 

where K is a integral constant, and is determined by the initial value of e8• R. 
is represented as follows : 

R, = Rg+ P1Rt1 + R,2RtaCP2+ Re2) 
Pi+ Rti (P2 + Re2)CR,2+ R,s) + Rt2Rts. 

(2) 

When the plate current of V2a is flowing, the grid voltage is almost equal to 

the cathode voltage, because the grid current flows and the voltage drop in R8 is 

large. At the moment that the plate current is cut off, the plate voltage of V2b 

drops abruptly, and this voltage drop is transmitted to the grid of V2a. Therefore, 

the initial value, e80 , of the grid voltage is given as follows during the charge 
of the capacitor C: 

( 3) 
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The integral constant in Eq. (1) i-s determined, substituting eg=ego and t=O. 

Replacing eg of Eq. (1) by the cut-off grid voltage of V2a, the cut-off period of 

V2a, Ti, is obtaind as follows from Eq. (1) : 

( 4) 

where Ee is the cut-off grid bias of V2a. Replacing Pi by the apparent resistance 

of Vib, Pi, in Eq. (4), the cut-off period of V 2b, Ti, is obtained. Pi and Pi is 

changed by the grid voltages of Via and Vib. If 12AX7 operates as a paraphase 

amplifier, the following relation is obtained. 

Jp
1 

= (Pio+ Rti) 4P1 
Pio+ Rti + 2dpi , 

( 5) 

where Pio is the apparent resistance of Via and Vib for no input, and Jpi and Jri 

are the changes of Pi and Pi from Pio, respectively. The pulse period To is the 

sum of Ti and 7,. Using the circuit of Fig. 2, Ti, Ti, T 0 and ( Ti- Ti)/To are 
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Fig. 4. Pulse periods generated by 
multi vibrator. 

obtained, as shown in Fig. 4. ( Ti- Ti)/To 

represents the modulation rate of the 

rectangular pulse width. In Fig. 4, the 

abscissa shows the input voltage E for the 

paraphase amplifier. When the input vol

tage becomes 0.58 volt, the alternation of 

plate currents of V2a and V2b does not occur, 

and the modulation rate is saturated. When 

the input voltage is small, the pulse period 

does not change, and Ti and Ti are altered 

in proportion to the input voltage. When 

the input voltage becomes large, Ti reduces 

in proportion to the input as before, but 

Ti increases rapidly and the pulse period 

becomes long. The modulation rate is pro

portional to the input voltage for small 

inputs and increases rapidly for large inputs 

and is saturated at last. The range in which the modulation rate is proportional 

to the input voltage will be called the range of linear modulation hereafter. 

As the effect of the pulse period is small for the equivalent transfer function of 

the PWM mode as will be shown after, it may be assumed that the pulse period 

does not change and only the modulation rate changes as shown in Fig. 4. 
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Using the modulation coefficient of k, the following relation is obtained in the 
range of linear modulation : 

T1 = ToCl + kE)/2, 

T1 = ToCl-kE)/2. 

4. Motion of a Spool for DC Input Signal 

( 6) 

( 7) 

When the DC input signal is given, it is assumed that the pulse period does 
not change and that the width of rectangular pulse is altered as mentioned 
above. Fig. 5 shows (i) electric current to the torquemotor, (ii) displacement 

of the flapper, i-, (iii) displacement of the spool, y, and (iv) approximate wave

shapes of the spool displacement. In Fig. 5, Ym is the clearance between the 

Fig. 5. Waveshapes of pulses by DC input signal. 

spool and the stopper at the neutral position, tv0 being the time required for a 
spool to arrive at the neutral position after switching the torquemotor circuit, 'Z"s 

being the time length of the trapezoid slope. The waveshapes of pulses change 

by the input signal voltage, as shown in Fig. 5 (a), (b), (c) and (d). 
(a) When the input signal is not given, positive and negative pulses are 

symmetrical, and the average output during one period T0 is zero. 
(b) When the input signal is small, the waveshape of the spool displacement is 

still trapezoidal. The average output during one period T0 is kEym T0 in the 
range of linear modulation. When the input voltage exceeds the range of linear 

modulation, the gain of modulation must be modified by the curve of the modu
lation rate shown in Fig. 4. 

(c) When kl El becomes larger than {1-(2'Z"s/T0)}, the electric current in the 
torquemotor is switched before the spool arrives at the stopper, and one side of 
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the waveshapes of the spool displacement becomes triangular. When the maximum 

displacement Ym is small, the multivibrator stops the generation of pulses before 

this state occurs. 
(d) When the input voltage exceeds the saturation volt~ge, the output during 

To is Ym To. 

Fig. 6 shows the velocity of the actuator piston which is obtained by experi

ments for DC input. As the above mentioned (c) state does not exist in the 
experimental apparatus, the curve of Fig. 6 corresponds directly to the curve of 

the modulation rate of Fig. 4. The solid curve of Fig. 6 represents the connection 

of the experimental data. The velocity of the actuator piston is proportional to 

the input voltage for E<0.25 volt, and increases rapidly for E>0.25 volt. When 
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Fig. 6. Actuator piston velocity 
by DC input signal. 
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Fig. 7. Characteristics of 
saturation element. 

E=0.45 volt, the dither vanishes and the modulation is saturated. The broken 
line of Fig. 6 shows the extension of the range of linear modulation. If the 

modulation gain is assumed to be constant as shown by the broken line, the 

input signal must be passed through an imaginary element shown by Fig. 7 before 
it is given to the multivibrator, so that the modulated pulse train will be the 

same as the actual pulse train. 

5. Motion of a Spool for Small Sinusoidal l~put Signal 

If the origin of time is chosen at the center of the positive pulse, and the 

origin of the spool displacement is chosen at the base of trapezoid, the pulse 

train for no input signals, eo(t), is· expressed by Fourier series as follows: 

eo(t) = To-Ts+ f:-1-
2 

To sinnw
0
TssinnwoT0 cosnwot 

2ym To n~l (nrc) Ts 2 

~ 1 To (l ) nw0 T 0 
- "--' ~( ) 2 ~ -cos nwoTs cos-

2
-cos nw0 t, 

n~l nrc Ts 
( 8) 
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where To is the time length of the base of trape

zoid for no input signals, and w0 is 2rc/T0 • 

When a sinusoidal input is given, it is assumed 

that the modulated rectangular pulse train has the 

same period as the pulse train for no input signals, 

and that the widths of the positive pulses are 

modulated symmetrically on both sides of their 

centers corresponding to the momentary input 

voltage at the centers of positive pulse~. Fig. 8 

shows (a) sinusoidal input, (b) electric current 

in the torquemotor and (c) displacement of the 

spool. The period of sinusoidal input is repre-

i•J £~'(__:/ 

. ' I 
(b) I ffiJlD n n n n r I 

1
u u u u uu u 

re; Y~n n D A Ii r, /~v vvvoorr 
0 --j i-loo 

Fig. 8. Pulse trains by sinusoidal 
input. 

sented by T, the frequency by /, the angular frequency by w, and the amplitude 

by Ea. The spool displacement lags by a constant time tvo behind the electric 

current, and the width of the positive pulse is modulated symmetrically on both 

sides of its center. The modulated pulse train has the period Ta, the least 

common multiple of T and To. 

As shown in Fig. 8, the origin of time is chosen at the center of arbitrary 

trapezoidal pulse which lags by (t0 + tv0 ) behind the sinusoidal input. The base 

length '!" of the m'th pulse from the time origin is given as follows : 

( 9) 

where 

IC= k 
1+(2'1"s/To). 

(10) 

During the period Ta, there is only one pulse the base of which is given by 

Eq. (9). As the same pulse is repeated with the period Ta, this pulse train 

emCt) can be written as follows, replacing To, To and Wo by'!", Ta and Wa(=2rc/Ta) 

in Eq. (8): 

~2y~) = A ['t"o{l+teEasinw(mT0 +t0-tv0)}-'t"s] 

+ iJ -( l )2 Ta sin n Wa 't"s sin [ 
2
1 n Wa 't"o{l + teEa sin w(m To+ to-tvo) }] 

n-1 nrc 't"s 
xcosnwa(t-m To) 

-fl-( 1)2 Ta (1-cosnwa't"s)cos[
2
1 nwa't"o{l+teEasinw(mTo+to-too)}] 

n-1 nrc 't"s 
xcosnwaCt-m To). (11) 

Summing em(t) during the period Ta, the modulated pulse train e(t) shown in 

Fig. 8 is obtained as follows : 
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(12) 

where lo= 1/To is the pulse repetition rate. Substituting Eq. (11) in Eq. (12), 

using the relation of T'o= ( T0/2) + T's and shifting the origin of y coordinate up to 

the center of the pulse height, Eq. (12) is transformed as follows: 

e(t) = ~ ( 4Yi )
2 

To cos(vw
4
To)sin.(vw

2
-rs)1,(i,w~kEa)sinvw(t+t0 -fno) 

>=l Codd) i,wn: Wo T's 

+ f f 4ym 
2 2 

To cos {(nw0 +vw) To} sin {(nw0 +vw) T's} 
•=l>=-=Coddi(n+vw/wo)n: 'rs 4 2 

x f{(nWo+v:) Tok Ea] sin { (nw0 +vw) t+vwCto-tvo)} 

+ f f 4ym 
2 2 

To sin {(nwo+vw)To}sin {(nw0 +vw)T's} 
•=l >=-=Ceven)(n+vw/wo) n: T's 4 2 

(13) 

The first and second terms on the right side of Eq. (13) represent the 

fundamental component and higher harmonics corresponding to the input signal. 

• 
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The third and 4th terms represent the output 

component of the pulse repetition rate and 

its side band component. When To/T=O.l, 

T's/T0=0.1 and kE0 =0.6, the frequency spectrum 

is shown in Fig. 9, where f is the input signal 

frequency, and / 0 =10/ is the pulse repetition 

rate. As the amplitude of higher harmonics 

and the side band are very small as shown in 

Fig. 9, it is sufficient in designing the servo 

Fig. 9. Frequency spectrum of pulse 
train. 

loop to consider only components of the input 

frequency and the pulse repetition rate. The 

output component of the pulse repetition rate 

should be so chosen as to cause proper dither after filtered by the low pass 

characteristics of the actuator. 

Considering the fundamental component of Eq. (13) exclusively, the equi

valent transfer function Gd(j w) is obtained as follows: 

Gd(j w) = Ym 16 
2 

To COS ( W To) sin ( W To __"!__s__) Ji(k Ea W To) e-;,,,t DJ, (14) 
Ea ( W To) T's 4 2 To 4 

where J1 represents Bessel function. Eq. (14) holds when the amplitude of the 
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sinusoidal input does not exceed the range of linear modulation and the following 

relation is satisfied : 

(15) 

When the spool displacement may be considered rectangular, -r-s reduces to zero, 

and the equivalent transfer function becomes as follows : 

Gd(j W) = Ym i_ COS ( W To) f1(kEa (JJ To) e~jwtno. 
Ea W To 4 4 

(16) 

The gain of equivalent transfer function is shown in Fig. 10 for various values 

of To/T, -r-s/To and kE0 • The effect of -r-s/T0 is very small. It can be concluded 

that the fundamental component of the output lags by a constant time fvo behind 

the input signal, and the effects of T0/T, -r-s/T0 and kE0 on the gain are very 

small in practice, i.e., T0/ T < 0.2. 
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Fig. 10. Gain of equivalent transfer 

function. 
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Fig. 11. Second harmonic of modulated 
pulse train. 

The amplitude of the second harmonic is shown in Fig. 11 for -r-s/T0=0.1, 

where the ordinate shows the percentage of the harmonic to the fundamental. 

The third and the higher harmonics are much smaller and are negligible. 

6. Motion of a Spool for Large Sinusoidal Input Signal 

When the amplitude of the sinusoidal input is large, the input voltage 

exceeds the range of linear modulation, and finally the electric current cannot be 

switched in some part of the sinusoidal period. In this case the effect of satura

tion should be considered. However, if the sinusoidal input passes such an 

element as shown in Fig. 7 before it is given to the multivibrator, and the 

output of the saturation element is given to the multivibrator, the modulated 
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pulse train for large input is obtained, by using the modulation theory in the range 

of linear modulation formally. If the sinusoidal input, Ea sin wt, passed the 

saturation element, the output E(t) contains the odd harmonics as follows: 

E(t) = E1 sin wt+ Ea sin 3wt+ E5 sin 5w t+ ··· (17) 

When the input signal of Eq. (17) is given to the multivibrator, the 

modulated pulse train is obtained as follows, corresponding to Eq. (12) : 

foTa-1 ~ 1 T [nw -r 
+ 2] ~-( )2-" sinnwa-rs sin -

2
a O {l+r.:E1sin w(m To+to-fno) 

m=O •=l n 71: 'rs 

+r.:E3 sin3w(m To+to-tvo)+ .. ·}]cosnWa(t-m To) 

foTa-1 ~ 1 T [nw '!" 
- ~ ~-( )

2
-" (1-cosnwa-rs) cos -

2
a 0 {1+r.:E1sinw(m TO+to-fvo) 

m=o •=1 n 71: 'rs 

+r.:E3 sin 3w(m To+to-tvo) + .. ·}]cos nw0 (t-m To). (18) 

Eq. (18) is transformed as Eq. (13), and the equivalent transfer function Gd(jw) 

is obtained as follows, considering the fundamental component: 

Gd(j w) = Ym 16 
2 

To cos W To sin W'rs 11(kE1w To) 
Ea (w To) 'rs 4 2 4 

X [ lo( kEa,t To) lo( kEs,t To)···] e_i., tno, (19) 

where 11 and lo represent Bessel functions. When the spool displacement may 

be considered rectangular, 

Gd(jw) = t }T/os w/011(kE1;tT0)[1o(kE~tTo)lo(kEstTo) .. ,]e-i"''no. (20) 

From Eqs. (19) and (20), the gain of the equivalent transfer function is the 

function of E1, E3 , E5 , etc., and the phase of the equivalent transfer function is 

determined only by the time lag of the spool movement. When the amplitude of 

higher harmonics is small, lo in Eq. (19) or (20) is approximately unity. There

fore, the output is approximately obtained by substituting E1 in place of Eo in 

11 of Eq. (14) or (16). 

7. Frequency Characteristics of a Servo Loop 

When mass and friction are considered as the load of the actuator, the 

characteristics of a spool valve are nonlinear, and its time constant depends on 

the input amplitude. Previously, the frequency characteristics were calculated 

by using Fourier series up to the third harmonicsc3>, and it was shown that the 
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flow characteristics shuld be approximated by the charateristics of a single

capacity-system, where the break point was chosen at the frequency of -3 db of 
the gain. The equivalent transfer function, G(jw), of the combination of a spool 

valve and an actuator is represented as follows : 

where 

G(" ) _ Kv 
JW -jw(l+Tvjw), 

Kv = Cqb✓ Ps - (F,/ Aa) 
Aa✓P 

(21) 

(22) 

The following nomenclatures are used in Eqs. (21) and (22): Cq=discharge 

coefficient of a valve port, b=width of a valve port, Ps=supply pressure, F,= 

friction of a load, A0 =effective area of an actuator piston, M,=mass of a load, 

p =density of oil. 

As the amplitude of the dither is very small, and its period is short when 

compared to the sinusoidal input, the dither will not be fed back if the feedback 

path has a low pass characteristic a little. The feedback path may be considered 

to be a proportional element for sinusoidal frequencies, and its gain is represented 

by K 1 . 

The transfer function of the closed loop, W(jw), is obtained as follows: 

W( •w) = Gd(jw)G(jw) 
J l+K1 Gd(jw)G(jw). 

(23) 

The maximum amplitude of the dither is the same as for no signals in spite 

of the modulation. The component corresponding to the pulse period in Eq. (13) 
reprec;ents the average amplitude of the dither during the period T0 • 

8. Experiments 

A two-stage electrohydraulic servo shown in Fig. 1 was manufactured for 
experiments. Principal dimensions are as follows : 

diameter of a fixed orifice= 1 mm, 

diameter of a nozzle= 2 mm, 

displacement of a flapper= ±0.17 mm, 

displacement of a spool= ±0.32 mm, 

diameter of a spool=15 mm, 

pulse repetition rate=87 cps, 

b=2 mm, A0 =1.375 cm2, Ps=40 kg/cm2
, M 1=0.0102 kg•s2/cm, 

F,=6kg, K1 =1.514 volt/cm, k=l.38 1/volt. 

Using the above quantities, tn0 becomes 0·0027 s by calculations. The output 
displacement was detected by a differential transformer and recorded by an elec-
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tromagnetic oscilloscope. The friction force of a load is given by the O-ring in 

the actuator. When the experimental apparatus is operated by an ordinary mode, 

a remarkable stick-slip motion occurs. However, when the PWM mode operation 

is applied to the same apparatus, the actuator piston moves smoothly even for 

very low velocity. 

When the error voltage is below 0.25 volt, the modulation rate of pulses is 

proportional to the error voltage. The modulation is saturated when the error 

becomes 0.58 volt. The frequency characteristics of the open and closed loops 

are shown in Fig. 12 and Fig. 13, respectively. In these figures, the curves show 

the analytical results. When the input amplitude to the open loop is below 
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Fig. 12. Frequency characteristics of 
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Fig. 13. Frequency characteristics of 
closed loop. 

0.25 volt, the gain of the open loop is constant. When the input amplitude 

becomes large to some extent, the gain becomes higher. When it exceeds 0.6 volt, 

the saturation occurs and the equivalent gain becomes lower again. The phase 

lag of the open loop is determined chiefly by the integration characteristics at 

the actuator and the time lag of the spool motion. 

In the closed loop, the gain becomes maximum when the error voltage is near 

0.6 volt, and it decreases by the effect of saturation for larger error. 

9. Conclusion 

A two-stage electrohydraulic servo was manufactured for experiments, and 

the frequency characteristics were analyzed for the PWM mode operation. 

When the rectangular pulse current is given to two coils of the torquemotor 
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alternately, the spool is driven in the waveshape of trapezoidal pulse. The 

modulation of the pulse width is proportional to the input voltage for the small 

input signal. When the input voltage exceeds the range of linear modulation, 
the gain of modulation becomes higher, and finally the switching of the torque

motor circuit stops. 

The trapezoidal pulse train modulated by the sinusoidal input was analyzed 

and the equivalent transfer function was obtained. When the input signal is 

large, the effect of saturation must be considered. In practice, the dither is 

effective when the actuator piston stops or moves at very low speed, while it is 

unnecessary when it moves at considerably high speed. Therefore, it is reasonable 

to design the PWM servo so that the modulation should be saturated by the input 

signal larger than a certain value. 

Experimental results of frequency characteristics of the open loop and the 

closed loop were compared with calculated results for various signal frequencies 
and voltages. 
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